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AIR SHIELD
Feather-light yet extremely durable. 

Light enough to be used by kids, 
reinforced enough to be used by pros.

MULTI-GRIP
Multi-grip, multi-use kick shield  

for training. 

THAI KICK PADS
Very light one-handed block. Designed 

for effective Muay Thai training.
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SHIELDS
Big shields designed for big,  

full-contact workout.

KIDS
Designed specially for  
the smallest warriors.

SMALL MITTS
Traditional punch mitts are essential 
equipment for every school and gym.
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The new AIR SHIELD line of pads 
is a new production by Fighter. 

This pad is literally filled with air 
which makes it very light and 

extremely functional. 

MADE IN

EU4



AIRSHIELD MULTI-GRIP MITT
size: 29 × 14 × 6 in (75 x 35 x 15 cm) code: FKSH-07  material: PVC

Curved AirShield Fighter - Robust and durable punch, kick 
and strike curved shield is ideal for various martial arts like 
karate, taekwondo, kickboxing and other combat arts.
Slightly contoured design is ideal for athlete and trainer. Mul-
ti-position nylon webbing and padded handles on back, top, 
sides and bottom make for comfortable and custom training 
options. Made in the Czech Repubplic (EU)
Weight of the target is 3.7 lbs (1.7 Kg)

AIR SHIELD
The new AIR SHIELD line of pads is a new production by Fighter. This pad 
is literally filled with air which makes it very light and extremely functional.
* Absorbs the force of punches and kicks more than the commonly
used pads and shields.
* Featherweight construction
* Extremely durable material
The compressed-air technology has been used in the past by many 
sporting companies with great success. Fighter brand decided to 
utilize great features of this technology by bringing this new 
revolutionary product to the martial arts market. This pad absorbs the 
force of punches and kicks more than the commonly offered pads 
resulting in bringing new options to your training. You can inflate or 
deflate the pad depending on your needs by using a conventional 
pump and valve.
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MITT  AIRSHIELD
size: 10 x 3 in (26 × 7 cm)  code: A01527  material: PVC

This pad absorbs the force of punches and kicks more than 
the commonly offered pads by bringing new options to your 
training. You can inflate or deflate the pad depending on your 
needs by using a conventional pump and valve.
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SMALL MITT 
AIRSHIELD

• Absorbs the force of punches and kicks more than the 
commonly used pads and shields.

• Featherweight construction
• Extremely durable material
This small mitt uses the same technology as our Multi-grip 
Airshield and is design especially for technical speed drills.
This mitt is extremely light, yet very easy to use. Ideally used 
in pairs. The compressed-air technology has been used in 
the past by many sporting companies with great success. 
Fighter brand decided to utilize great features of this 
technology by bringing this new revolutionary product to the 
martial arts market.This pad absorbs the force of punches 
and kicks more than the commonly offered pads resulting in 
new options to your training. You can inflate or deflate the 
pad depending on your needs by using a conventional pump 
and valve. 
Made in the Czech Repubplic (EU)
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Multi-position nylon webbing and 
padded handles on back, top, 

sides and bottom make for 
comfortable and custom 

training options.

MADE IN

EU8



MULTI-GRIP SHIELD
size: 29 × 14 × 6 in (75 x 35 x 15 cm) code: as variant  material: PVC

Curved multi-functional Shield Fighter - multi-grip rugged 
and durable curved shield ideal for all your MMA, Muay Thai 
and martial arts strikes. Super-shock absorbing foam wel-
comes every offensive blow and screams for more. Slightly 
contoured design is ideal for athlete and trainer.

FKSH-01FKSH-02 FKSH-03 FKSH-04
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Multi-position nylon webbing and 
padded handles on back, top, 

sides and bottom make for 
comfortable and custom 

training options.
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MULTI-GRIP STRAIGHT SHIELD
size: M 25 x 13 x 6 in (64 × 33 × 15 cm), L 29 × 14 × 6 in (75 x 35 x 15 cm)  

code: FKSH-09  material: PVC

Rugged and durable punch, kick and strike straight shield 
ideal for all your MMA, Muay Thai and combat training 
demands. Super-shock absorbing foam welcomes every 
offensive blow and screams for more. Its design is ideal 
for athlete and trainer. Multi-position nylon webbing and 
padded handles on back, top, sides and bottom make for 
comfortable and custom training options.
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MULTI-GRIP SELF DEFENCE SHIELD
size: 29 × 14 × 6 in (75 x 35 x 15 cm)  code: FKSH-06  material: PVC

Curved multi-functional Shield Fighter - multi-grip Rugged 
and durable punch, kick and strike curved shield is ideal for 
all your MMA, Muay Thai and combat training demands. 
Super shock absorbing foam welcomes every offensive blow 
and screams for more. Slightly contoured design is ideal for 
athlete and trainer.

Reinforced - Stronger material 
for needs of military and police 

training

self
defence
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MADE IN

EU 13
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Very light one-handed block. 
Designed for effective Muay Thai 

training.

MADE IN

EU

thai
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THAI KICK PAD
size: 16 x 8 x 6 in (40 × 20 × 15 cm)  code: F01602  material: PVC

Kick Pad made of high-endurance PVC. Large oval design is 
contoured for comfortable handling. With adjustable velcro 
straps. Ideal for long muay thai training classes where coa-
ches need to use great strength to resist hundreds of hard 
kicks and punches. For these reasons these Kick Pads are 
much better than the traditional heavy-weight pads.
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CURVED THAI PADS
size:  14 x 8 x 5 in (35 x 21 x 14 cm)  code: F01603  material: PVC

Kick Pad made of high-endurance PVC. Large oval design is 
contoured for comfortable handling. With adjustable velcro 
straps. Ideal for long muay thai training classes where coa-
ches need to use great strength to resist hundreds of hard 
kicks and punches. For these reasons these Kick Pads are 
much better than the traditional heavy-weight pads. 
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ROUND SHIELD
size: 18 x 6 in (45 × 15 cm) code: FKSH-08  material: PVC

Fighter Round Shield provides unlimited options for various 
trainings thanks to its light weight, two handles, and durable 
PVC/polypropylene material.

For specific training, specific 
equipment is needed.  This 

traditional punch shield provides 
enough hitting area for direct 

kicks and punches 

SHIELD
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MADE IN

EU

For specific training, specific 
equipment is needed.  This 

traditional punch shield provides 
enough hitting area for direct 

kicks and punches 

SHIELD
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LARGE KICKING PUNCHING SHIELD
size: 27 x 23 x 6 in (70 × 60 × 15 cm)  code: FKPS-01  material: PVC

This shield is ideal for punches and kicks training with a part-
ner. The trainer can simulate real fighting movements much 
better than a traditional heavy bag. The shield is perfectly 
filled with reinforced material, which absorbs full-force and 
full-speed strikes. In addition, the shield is washable and 
made of highly durable materials.
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• Kick Pad for Power-Kick 
training, made of PVC

• Two grip bars for easy 
handling

• Padded with high density 
foam

• Curved shape for optimal 
shock absorption during 
kick training

MADE IN

EU20



DOUBLE HAND KICK PAD
size: 18 x 10 x 3 in (45 × 26 × 9 cm)  code: FTKS-01  material: PVC

Fighter Double Hand Kick Pad is curved in shape for optimal 
shock absorption during kick training. Made from PVC. A gre-
at kick pad for speed kick training. Features two grip bars for 
easy handling.

DESIGNED FOR 
TAEKWONDO
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MADE IN

EU

KIDS
deserve 

kid-sized 
equipment
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KIDS KICK SHIELD
size: 18 x 10 x 6 in (45 x 27 x 15 cm)  code: FKVB0002 material: PVC

Fighter kick shield is made especially for children between 
4 to 10 years of age. Children have limited products made 
especially for them. We decided to produce equipment pro-
portioned for children that they would love to use. 
The size, weight and construction make it easy to use for the 
smallest warriors.

REINFORCED PU 
FOAM INSIDE

6 GRIP STRAPS

RIGID AND DURABLE 
OUTSIDE PVC IS EASY 

TO CLEAN
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KIDS PADS
size: 13 x 6 x 4 in (33 x 15 x 10 cm)  code: FKLT0003  material: PVC

Fighter kick pad is made especially for children between 4 to 
10 years of age. Children have limited products made especi-
ally for them. We decided to produce equipment proportio-
ned for children that they would love to use. 
The size, weight and construction make it easy to use for the 
smallest warriors.

2 GRIP STRAPS

REINFORCED PU 
FOAM INSIDE

RIGID AND DURABLE 
OUTSIDE PVC IS EASY 

TO CLEAN
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ROUND TARGET
size: 10 in (25 cm)  code: as variant  material: PVC

Target mitts provide a stiff shock-resistant area for strikes. 
The outer PVC surfaces cover an inner solid foam core. The 
mitts come with hand grips and Velcro wrist straps to give 
a secure hand position for the wearer.

ROUND TARGET JUNIOR
size: 8 in x 2 (20 × 5 cm)  code: as variant  material: PVC

Target mitts provide a stiff shock-resistant area for strikes. 
The outer PVC surfaces cover an inner solid foam core. The 
mitts come with hand grips and Velcro wrist straps to give 
a secure hand position for the wearer.

01522

01523

01525

01526
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Very light one-handed mitts. 
Designed for professional 

boxing training.

F O C U S

M I T T S
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FOCUS MITTS

FOCUS MITTS

size: 11 x 8 x 2 in (28 × 22 × 6 cm)  code: FFMS-01 material: Leather

size: 7 x 9 x 2 in (19 × 24 × 5 cm)  code: JE1650FFG  material: Leather

These leather Fighter focus mitts provide excellent force ab-
sorption without being too bulky and losing responsiveness. 
- The hand compartment is stitched securely to the mitt over 
an inner palm pad that provides an ergonomic feel. 
- The Fighter mitt is secured to the wrist with a strong velcro 
strap. 
- Great for all target training. Extra mitt length protects wrists 
from strikes.

Smaller pattern of mitts. This model can be used for regular 
training or for precision and speed practise.
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FOCUS MITTS
size: 12 x 7 x 2 in (32 × 18 × 5 cm)  code: JE-540 material: Leather

F O C U S

M I T T S

Very light one-handed mitts. 
Designed for professional 

boxing training.

Longer modification of mitts. This model is great for 
training all boxing techniques. These mitts provide better 
protection of coaces hands.
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FOCUS MITTS
size: 12 x 7 x 2 in(32 × 18 × 5 cm) code: JEblk material: Leather
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FOCUS MITTS

FOCUS MITTS

size: 9 x 7 x 1.5 in (23,5 × 18 × 3,5 cm)  code: JE1650 material: Leather

size: 8 x 10 (20 × 25 cm)  code: fighterbox  material: Leather

Mitts designed especially for speed and precision training.

This model has a thicker construction to absorb the 
strongest punchest during the boxing training
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UNBREAKABLE 
EQUIPMENT

UNBREAKABLE 
SPIRIT



Inc

Fighters-Inc.
400 Parque Drive Bay 5

Ormond Beach, FL. 32174, USA
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